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GLOBAL EQUITY PROXY VOTING & OPERATIONS 
During the 4th quarter of 2016, the SBA cast votes at 1,113 public companies, voting 7,042 individual ballot items including 
director elections, audit firm ratification, executive compensation plans, merger & acquisitions, and a variety of other 
management and shareowner proposals. The table below provides major statistics on the SBA’s proxy voting activities during 
the quarter ending on December 31, 2016: 
 
 

Votes 
in Favor 

80% 

 
Votes Aligned to Management’s 

Recommendation 
82.2% 

 

Most Voted Market 
(# of Votes) 
U.S. (221) 

 
Total Eligible Ballot Items 

(All Markets) 
7,042 

 
 
 
CORPORATE GOVERNANCE & PROXY VOTING OVERSIGHT GROUP 
The most recent meeting of the Corporate Governance & Proxy Voting Oversight Group (Proxy Committee) was on December 
15, 2016, and the Committee is scheduled to meet next on March 27, 2017. The Proxy Committee continues to discuss 
ongoing governance issues including the volume and trends for recent SBA proxy votes, company-specific voting scenarios, 
corporate governance policies, governance-related investment factors, major regulatory developments and individual 
company research related to the Protecting Florida’s Investments Act (PFIA) and recent statutory investment requirements 
implemented for Israel and Northern Ireland.  
 
NOTABLE RESEARCH & GOVERNANCE TRENDS 

 
Snap, Inc. Initial Public Offering (IPO)—on February 3, 2017, the SBA co-signed an investor letter from the Council 
of Institutional Investors (CII) to Snap, Inc. outlining concerns with the planned share structure as part of the firm’s 
initial public offerings (IPO). Snap, Inc. will have a triple-class share structure with unequal voting rights. The CII group 
letter is critical of the IPO’s Class A shares that will be issued without any voting rights. When it goes public, Snap, 
Inc. will have three classes of common stock: Class A common stock (zero voting rights), Class B common stock (one 
vote per share), and Class C common stock (ten votes per share). Notably, investors in Class A common stock will 
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not have any ability to influence the board of directors or the firm’s corporate governance practices through proxy 
voting or the nomination of directors. The company’s founders currently have significant voting power and will have 
de facto control of the outcome of all matters submitted to shareowners for approval. This will be the first time a 
company has ever completed an initial public offering of non-voting stock on a U.S. stock exchange. The company’s 
filing document notes, “Voting structures may result in a lower trading price or greater fluctuations in the trading 
price of our Class A common stock as compared to the trading price if the Class A common stock had voting rights.” 
Due to the lack of voting rights attached to Class A shares, shareowners will be exempt from the beneficial ownership 
filings under Sections 13(d), 13(g), and 16 with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and will be prohibited 
from submitting shareowner resolutions under Rule 14a-8 of the Exchange Act. 
 
Investor Stewardship Group (ISG)—on January 31, 2017, a coalition of sixteen investors with collectively $17 trillion 
in assets under management premiered the ISG’s Framework for U.S. Stewardship and Governance which represents 
a set of six fundamental governance principles for U.S. listed companies and stewardship principles for U.S. 
institutional investors. The initiative establishes a set of best practices in asset stewardship and corporate governance 
which will serve as the foundation of U.S. institutional investor and boardroom conduct. A multitude of renowned 
empirical studies have highlighted a causal relationship between companies with high governance standards and 
increased shareholder returns. The Framework is the first corporate governance code of best practices that has been 
developed for the U.S. equity market. 
 
The ISG comprises the following organizations: BlackRock, CalSTRS, Cal Regents, Florida SBA, GIC Private Limited 
(Singapore's Sovereign Wealth Fund), Legal and General Investment Management, MFS Investment Management, 
MN Netherlands, PGGM, Royal Bank of Canada (Asset Management), State Street Global Advisors, T.Rowe Price 
Associates, Inc., TIAA, Wellington Asset Management, Washington State Investment Board (WSIB), ValueAct Capital, 
and The Vanguard Group. The Framework is intended as a “comply or explain” format, similar to several European 
markets’ governance codes—whereby firms either meet the Framework’s requirements or provide shareowners with 
an explanation on why non-compliance is necessary. The Framework has an implementation date of January 1, 2018. 
The ISG is inviting every institutional investor and asset management firm in the U.S., including international investors 
operating in this market, to join by signing the principles at www.isgframework.org. 
 
The six governance principles within the Framework include: (1) Boards are accountable to shareholders; (2) 
Shareholders should be entitled to voting rights in proportion to their economic interest; (3) Boards should be 
responsive to shareholders and be proactive in order to understand their perspectives; (4) Boards should have a 
strong, independent leadership structure; (5) Boards should adopt structures and practices that enhance their 
effectiveness; and (6) Boards should develop management incentive structures that are aligned with the long-term 
strategy of the company. The six stewardship principles within the Framework include: (1) Institutional investors are 
accountable to those whose money they invest; (2) Institutional investors should demonstrate how they evaluate 
corporate governance factors with respect to the companies in which they invest; (3) Institutional investors should 
disclose, in general terms, how they manage potential conflicts of interest that may arise in their proxy voting and 
engagement activities; (4) Institutional investors are responsible for proxy voting decisions and should monitor the 
relevant activities and policies of third parties that advise them on those decisions; (5) Institutional investors should 
address and attempt to resolve differences with companies in a constructive and pragmatic manner; (6) Institutional 
investors should work together, where appropriate, to encourage the adoption and implementation of the Company 
and Stewardship Principles. 
 
Management Bias in Voting Process—a recent study analyzing the success of investor-submitted shareowner 
resolutions found a striking pattern of resolutions rejected by a narrow margin of less than one percent. The authors 
estimate that 11 percent of closely-contested shareowner proposals rejected by investors would have passed if 
management had not been able to systematically affect the voting results. The authors state, “[Managers] also have 
more discretion over the amount and the quality of information that voters can access. What is somewhat less 
known is that the management of big U.S. corporations also has an extraordinary advantage in the campaigning 
process as it holds privileged access to the identity of voters and to partial vote tallies in real time.” The study 

http://www.isgframework.org/
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demonstrated that the voting influence by management was stronger for shareowner resolutions that were more 
likely to be implemented if passed and for those that received favorable review by outside proxy advisors.  
 
Study Finds “Overpaid” CEO Firms Impair Short-Term Value—companies that pay their CEOs above their direct 
peers may reduce shareowner value over a 24 month time period, according to an analysis by investor advocacy 
group As You Sow. In its report, the group found the 10 most "overpaid" CEOs underperformed the S&P 500 Index 
by 10.5 percentage points over two years. This same group’s total-shareowner-returns (TSR) declined by 5.7 percent 
over the same timeframe. The study reviewed compensation levels at each company in the S&P 500 index by 
calculating a set of linear regressions used to predict standard levels for executive compensation. CEO’s labeled as 
"overpaid" received compensation above the predicted value, with a link between lower corporate performance 
and higher pay levels. The study also reviewed the proxy voting decisions among a wide array of investor 
organizations, including public pension funds, mutual funds, and other institutional asset managers. Pension funds’ 
were found to approve far fewer pay packages for the CEOs among the most overpaid than mutual funds. The SBA 
was included in the study and was found to vote against pay packages at the most “overpaid” companies in which it 
invests 82 percent of the time, among the lowest support levels of all public pension funds and faring well in 
comparison to peers. 

 
LEADERSHIP & SPEAKING EVENTS 
Staff periodically participates in and often is an invited presenter at investor and other governance conferences. Typically 
these events include significant involvement by corporate directors, senior members of management, and other key investor 
or regulatory stakeholders. The following items detail involvement at events that occurred recently:  
 

• In January 2017, SBA staff participated as a panel speaker at the PwC Corporate Directors Exchange in south 
Florida. Attended by over 200 corporate directors, the discussion focused on how institutional investors approach 
corporate engagement, the most effective tactics used by investors to assess board composition and performance, 
and the role of activist investors in the U.S. stock market. 
 

• In February 2017, staff participated on a conference panel focused on corporate governance, company engagements 
and the upcoming proxy season at the 35th annual Federal Securities Institute. The conference is largely attended by 
company representatives and legal advisors for information on corporate law across a variety of areas, including the 
evolution of securities laws and court decisions, trends in merger and acquisition deals, issues in raising equity or 
debt capital, and company accounting disclosures. 
 

HIGHLIGHTED PROXY VOTES 
 
Tesla Motors (United States)—after direct engagement with the company in mid-November, SBA staff voted to 
support the proposed acquisition of SolarCity. Tesla proposed the acquisition as part of larger efforts to integrate its 
vehicle and electric battery manufacturing operations with a solar company, hoping to achieve the long-term vision 
of becoming a company that provides integrated, sustainable energy solutions. Based on the acquisition’s valuation, 
Tesla paid close to a zero premium for SolarCity, with cost synergies estimated to be around $150 million annually. 
Proxy advisors supported the proposed acquisition, noting Tesla’s proven transactional history with SolarCity and 
exposure to its vast customer base and solar products. To mitigate concerns surrounding board independence and 
cross ownership by CEO Elon Musk, an independent subset of disinterested Tesla directors reviewed and approved 
the transaction. Shortly after investors approved the deal, the company dropped the word “Motors” from its name, 
and is now known simply as Tesla, Inc.  
 
National Fuel Gas Co. (United States)—on November 10, 2016, Gamco Investors attempted to use a proxy access 
mechanism to nominate a board member at National Fuel Gas Co., ostensibly the first triggering of the director 
nomination protocol within the U.S. equity market. A shareowner with a 7.8 percent stake in the company, Mario 
Gabelli, Gamco's CEO was quoted saying, “We are doing it [nominating a director] on a very friendly basis and only 
asking for one director.” National Fuel had formulated and adopted a proxy access bylaw in March 2016 that allowed 
investors owning at least 3 percent of the outstanding shares for three years or longer to nominate up to 20 percent 
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of the board of directors. Under the bylaw, shareowners must make certain representations and warranties 
including, “that an Eligible Stockholder: (i) acquired the Proxy Access Request Required Shares in the ordinary course 
of business and not with the intent to change or influence control of the Corporation, and does not presently have 
such intent….” Ultimately, National Fuel rejected the Gamco director nominee because it did not comply with the 
terms and conditions set forth in the bylaws. As noted by corporate governance researcher Paul Hodgson, the issue 
of “intent to change or influence control” is very well defined, and “it means where a shareholder has the intent of 
effecting a sale of most of the company’s assets or where there is a contested director election.” Gamco's statement 
did cite an investor resolution to spinoff one of National Fuel's businesses. Dating back to 2011, Gamco previously 
submitted 13D regulatory filings indicating an intent to possibly influence the firm’s management decisions. Some 
market observers viewed Gamco’s efforts as more akin to a proxy contest than the true use of proxy access. 

 
GLOBAL REGULATORY & MARKET DEVELOPMENTS  

 
U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO)  
In November 2016, the GAO issued a report to the Chairman of the Subcommittee on Economic Policy, Committee 
on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs, U.S. Senate covering proxy advisory firms’ role in voting and corporate 
governance practices. As stated by the GAO report, “Some members of Congress, industry associations, and 
academics have raised issues about proxy advisory firms’ influence on voting and corporate governance, the level of 
transparency in their methods, and the level of regulatory oversight.” The GAO report evaluated the influence proxy 
advisory firms may have on voting and corporate governance, how firms develop and apply policies to make vote 
recommendations, and the SEC’s oversight activities. The report concluded that the influence of proxy advisory firms 
has indeed grown over the last several years due to higher stock ownership among institutional investors and the 
existence of more complex proxy voting issues. The study also indicated there are mixed views on the extent of proxy 
advisors’ influence and also that many smaller investment organizations are more likely follow the opinion of 
governance researchers.  
 
U.S. Department of Labor (DOL)  
In late December, the DOL issued Interpretive Bulletin 2016-1 (IB 2016-1, or “Bulletin”) addressing how the Employee 
Retirement Income Security Act’s (ERISA) fiduciary responsibility rules apply to proxy voting, maintenance and 
compliance with investment policy statements, and active engagement with corporate management by plan 
fiduciaries, as well as other legal rights of shareowners. The DOL issued the Bulletin in part to clarify perceived 
misunderstandings that may have discouraged ERISA plan fiduciaries from voting proxies and engaging in other 
shareowner engagement activities. At the heart of the DOL’s guidance are the dual obligations of prudence and 
loyalty requiring fiduciaries to vote proxies on issues that may affect the plan’s investments, while simultaneously 
balancing the inherent cost or administrative challenges of voting proxies. Under the Bulletin, fiduciaries are advised 
to analyze the cost of shareowner activity and the economic benefit associated with such activity, but are not 
required to do so prior to making voting decisions. The Groom Law Group, a distinguished fiduciary legal counsel, 
noted, “Importantly, a plan fiduciary need not engage in a cost benefit analysis before voting proxies. Rather, the 
plan fiduciary need only consider whether the issue up for vote would have an effect on the value of the plan’s 
investment against the cost of voting shares. Thus, when considering whether the cost of voting shares would 
prohibit the plan fiduciary from taking action, plan fiduciaries need not consider whether the plan’s individual 
exercise of its voting rights would affect the value of the plan’s investment but rather whether the votes of all 
shareholders would affect the value of the plan’s investment.” The Bulletin also recognized the significant trend 
toward investing passively, using broad stock indices, which is viewed as a general factor underscoring the 
materiality of proxy voting and shareowner engagement. Lastly, the Bulletin directs fiduciary to maintain written 
proxy voting policies as part of a comprehensive statement of investment policy. Prior coverage of the DOL’s 
regulations was included in the SBA’s 2016 Annual Corporate Governance Summary on Page 69. 
 
Comment Letter to the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) 
On January 11, 2017, SBA staff submitted comments to the SEC on a proposed rule for adoption of “universal” proxy, 
which would allow dissident and management nominees in the rare instances of proxy contests to appear on the 
same ballot and allow investors to more efficiently choose their preferred candidates. Currently investors are only 
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able to choose one card to vote from and may back nominees only from that card, unless they attend the meeting 
in person. The proposed rule is something that large investors agree nearly unanimously on implementing, and it 
has been supported for years by CII, prior SBA comment letters and other funds in countless comment letters on 
related issues. The Securities Industry and Financial Markets Association (SIFMA) also came out in support of the 
SEC’s rule. SIFMA did recommend several logistical requirements aimed at improving disclosures oriented to retail 
investors. The Business Roundtable, a group of CEOs from leading U.S. companies, is opposed to the rule. In a letter 
to the SEC, the Roundtable suggested the rule would be confusing and potentially lead to an increase in the number 
of proxy contests and created a "false equivalency" between incumbent and dissident nominees. Main elements of 
the proposed universal proxy rule include: (1) investors would be provided with a universal proxy card that includes 
the names of both management and dissident nominees, allowing them to vote for the combination of nominees of 
their choice; (2) the rule would change the definition of a ‘bona fide nominee’ in Rule 14a-4(d) to include a person 
who agrees to be named in any proxy statement; (3) proxy contestants would have to notify each other of their 
respective director candidates; (4) dissident investors would be required to give a company the names of the 
nominees for whom it intends to solicit proxies no later than 60 calendar days prior to the anniversary of the previous 
year’s annual meeting date (a 50 calendar day notice for the company to do so); and (5) dissident investors would 
have to solicit shareowners representing at least a majority of the voting power of shares entitled to vote on the 
election of directors. Future action on the proposed rule is uncertain and will be dependent on the views of newly 
appointed members to the SEC. 
 
Continental Europe 
On December 9, 2016, the Shareholder Rights Directive was tentatively approved by the European Union, which will 
mandate annual shareowner votes on related-party transactions as well as both forward-looking and retrospective 
advisory votes on executive pay. Individual member countries could require binding votes on executive 
compensation. As well, investors and asset managers would be required to disclose their engagement policies on a 
“comply or explain” basis. Proxy advisors would need to disclose additional information on their research 
methodology and report on a code of conduct. Related to the Directive regulations, companies in France will now 
be required to hold binding votes on corporate pay policies beginning in 2018, including a separate retrospective 
vote on compensation payments that is binding. These requirements are among the most stringent of any equity 
market worldwide.  
 
Japan 
In late January 2017, Hermes Equity Ownership Service (EOS) sent a letter on behalf of its clients to Japan's Financial 
Services Agency (FSA) raising concerns with the prevailing practice of cross-shareholdings in Japan. Backed by several 
large global investors, the letter stated that many companies still believe it to be acceptable to hold shares of other 
companies to maintain long-term business relationships and listed a number of reasons why the practice is 
problematic. These include obstruction to fair competition and the effect of cross-shareholdings on governance 
practices and shareholder rights, which many companies appear to fail to understand. Many global investors view 
such practices as a deterrent to investments in Japanese companies and a major obstacle to the growth of the 
Japanese market. Hermes encouraged the FSA to strengthen the disclosure requirements for cross-shareholdings. 
The SBA is a client of Hermes EOS and was a signatory on the letter. 
 
SBA staff also responded to an investor survey from Tokyo Stock Exchange (TSE) in late January 2017, asking for input 
by foreign investors on how to improve the outside director requirements of the Companies Act (“Act”) of Japan. 
The Act, originally implemented in 2015 did not mandate that listed companies appoint an outside director. 
However, it did include a provision requiring the Japanese government to consider by May 2017 whether or not 
appointment of an outside director should be made compulsory based on a review of listed firms’ experience 
appointing outside directors. The TSE will use the survey results to inform its views on the current condition of the 
outside director system in Japan when it reports to the Legislative Council of the Ministry of Justice later in the year. 
Previously, the TSE supported the requirement that all listed companies be required to appoint at least one outside 
director. As noted by the TSE, since the enforcement of the Companies Act of 2015, more than 98 percent of 1st and 
2nd Section companies have appointed outside directors, as defined under the Companies Act. Since the Japanese 
Corporate Governance Code was enforced in 2015, 97.1 percent of 1st Section companies and 91.2 percent of 2nd 
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Section companies have appointed at least one outside director satisfying TSE independence criteria, which include 
not being related to major clients, and two or more outside directors satisfying the TSE independence criteria at 79.7 
percent and 56.0 percent of 1st and 2nd Section companies, respectively. The TSE noted that the appointment ratio 
for outside directors satisfying TSE's independence criteria is also expected to continue rising. In its response to the 
TSE, SBA staff supported efforts for market-wide requirements for board independence, regardless of company size, 
industry classification, or capitalization. SBA staff noted that outside directors are an important governance feature 
for Japanese firms, providing investors with an objective segment on the board to oversee the actions of corporate 
management and that true independence can only be achieved when conflicts of interests are avoided. If outside 
directors have ties to the firms on which boards they serve, their independence may be impaired. SBA staff believes 
that most markets should have independent board representation that meets a minimum two-thirds of the board 
threshold, defining independence as directors having no business, financial or personal affiliation with the firm other 
than being a member of its board of directors. Citing SBA corporate governance policy, “directors or nominees that 
are affiliated with outside companies that conduct business with the company, have significant outside links to 
senior management, were previously employed by the company or are engaged directly or indirectly in related-party 
transactions are highly likely to be considered non-independent, depending on the materiality of the circumstances.”  
 
United Kingdom 
On February 17, 2017, SBA staff submitted a comment letter to the Corporate Governance Reform Team of the 
Department for Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy outlining preferred corporate governance practices in 
response to its “Green Paper.” Among the proposed governance rules, the SBA supported: (1) making all or some 
elements of the executive pay package subject to a binding vote; (2) enabling shareowners to hold managers 
accountable for performance on an annual basis; (3) the introduction of stronger consequences for companies failing 
their annual advisory votes on the remuneration report; (4) mandatory disclosure of investors’ proxy voting records 
at annual shareowner meetings; (5) requiring the chairs of  remuneration committees to have served for at least 12 
months on a remuneration committee before taking up the role; and (6) making retrospective disclosures of all 
bonus targets within a specified timeframe a reporting requirement. In its response, the SBA echoed comments 
made by the Council of Institutional Investors (CII) and Hermes EOS, which elaborated the differences between the 
United States (US) and the UK regarding shareowner voting and other rights. 
 
  

 




